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I've Been Meaning to Tell You
The book, Born a Crime, tells the tale of a
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young mixed-race boy growing up in a world
where he was never supposed to exist. It
tells his story of overcoming difficulties he
could possibly face with his strong,
courageous, dedicated, and religion mother
who was determined to take her son away from
all the violence, poverty, and abuse that
she, herself, faced. Every story within the
overarching story of Trevor involves crises
that are overwhelming, dangerous, and
touching—with a touch of humor. From having
to survive eating caterpillars for dinner,
experiencing attempted kidnapping, to simply
trying to work out how the world of dating in
high school, Trevor shows the stories
reflecting himself through wit and humor. He
creates a tale entwining small sagas of
trying to grow up as a fine man amidst a
difficult and dangerous world, guided by his
own sense of humor and his mother’s
unconditional love.

Inside Apartheid
Confessions of a Banker is more than an
autobiography. It is a bare-it-all account of
the aspirations and dreams of a banker who
carves a unique place for himself in the big
bad world of banking. As the author takes you
through his journey through ten banks, he is
determined to reveal the truth and nothing
less than that. While he takes pride in his
achievements and skills, he also confides his
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mistakes and bravely owns up to his
transgressions too. The author talks about
the various people instrumental in shaping
his career, some of whom were renowned
banking personalities. He also traces the
evolution of the banking sector since the
Eighties, giving a sneak peek into the
hitherto unsaid ‘inside’ stories and scams
from the industry. Interspersed with
incidents from the author’s personal life,
the book is bound to make readers ponder,
smile, laugh and cry too. This is a bold and
candid tale narrated with confidence and
conviction and served straight from the
heart.

Little Weirds
Military hero and beloved Dancing with the
Stars alum Noah Galloway shares his life
story, and how losing his arm and leg in
combat forced him to relearn how to live--and
live to the fullest. Inspirational, humorous,
and thought provoking, Noah Galloway's LIVING
WITH NO EXCUSES sheds light on his upbringing
in rural Alabama, his military experience,
and the battle he faced to overcome losing
two limbs during Operation Iraqi Freedom.
From reliving the early days of life to his
acceptance of his "new normal" after losing
his arm and leg in combat, Noah reveals his
ambition to succeed against all odds. Noah's
gripping story is a shining example that with
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laughter, and the right amount of
perspective, you can tackle anything. Whether
it be overcoming injury, conquering the
Dancing with the Stars ballroom, or taking
the next steps forward in life with his young
family - Noah demonstrates how to live life
to the fullest, with no excuses.

Living with No Excuses
Gratitude is good for the soul !-- and The
Thank-You Project provides an intriguing way
to capture its power. The Thank-You Project
chronicles the wonders that happened when
Nancy Davis Kho wrote "thank-you for the
impact you've had on my life" letters to key
people in her life, over the course of a yearand provides practical guidance for readers
who want to start a letter-writing project of
their own. As Nancy Davis Kho sailed toward
her 50th birthday in 2016, she came up with a
unique way to commemorate it: She embarked on
a project to write one thank-you note per
week, for 50 weeks. She wanted to acknowledge
the many people who had influenced her,
helped her, and brought her joy. First she
wrote to family, then branched out to
friends, old teachers, past loves, etc. She
didn't necessarily send all the letters, but
with the ones she did, the recipient got a
one-page reminder that they were revered and
appreciated. Even better, Nancy was creating
the best gift she could ever give herself.
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After she typed that 50th letter, she bound
copies of all of them together and put the
book on her nightstand. She returns often to
that letter collection, flipping at random
through the pages for a reminder of her
support network -- an immediate therapeutic
cure when times get tough. Using her own
story as a springboard, Nancy gives real
guidance to her readers who want to start
their own Thank-You Project. No matter your
age or walk of life, active appreciation of
the formative people in your life (both past
and present) can start the good vibes
flowing!

Born a Crime
When federal agents learn that seventeen-yearold Cassel Sharpe, a powerful transformation
worker, may be of use to them, they offer him
a deal to join them rather than the mobsters
for whom his brothers work.

Squish Rabbit

Washington's God
In Washington's God Michael Novak-one of
America's leading neoconservative pundits-and
his daughter, Jana, uncover George
Washington's religious life. Finally the
record is set straight on the most thoroughly
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misunderstood aspect of Washington's life.
The Novaks focus on Washington's strong trust
in divine Providence and see this belief as
providing the unifying narrative to his
monumental life.

The Color of Water
New York Times bestselling book Born a Crime
is a compelling story about a mischievous
young boy who grows up into a restless young
man. He struggles to find himself in the
world but he was never supposed to exist in
it. This inspiring story is also about that
young man's relationship with his rebellious,
fearless, and fervently religious mother. She
was his teammate, determined to save her son
from the cycle of violence, poverty, and
abuse at the cost of her own life. Born a
Crime is a collection of dramatic, hilarious
and deeply moving stories about a boy making
his own way at a dangerous time in a damaged
world, armed with only his sense of humor and
his mother's love. In this comprehensive look
into Born a Crime: Stories from a South
African Childhood by Trevor Noah, you'll gain
insight with this essential resource as a
guide to aid your discussions. Be prepared to
lead with the following: More than 60 "donefor-you" discussion prompts available
Discussion aid which includes a wealth of
information and prompts Overall brief plot
synopsis and author biography as refreshers
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Thought-provoking questions made for deeper
examinations Creative exercises to foster
alternate "if this was you" discussions And
more! Please Note: This is a companion guide
based on the work Born a Crime: Stories from
a South African Childhood by Trevor Noah not
affiliated to the original work or author in
any way and does not contain any text of the
original work. Please purchase or read the
original work first.

Born a Crime

Place of Gold
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
compelling, inspiring, and comically sublime
story of one man’s coming-of-age, set during
the twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous
days of freedom that followed NAMED ONE OF
PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Michiko
Kakutani, New York Times • USA Today • San
Francisco Chronicle • NPR • Esquire • Newsday
• Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from
apartheid South Africa to the desk of The
Daily Show began with a criminal act: his
birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss
father and a black Xhosa mother at a time
when such a union was punishable by five
years in prison. Living proof of his parents’
indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors
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for the earliest years of his life, bound by
the extreme and often absurd measures his
mother took to hide him from a government
that could, at any moment, steal him away.
Finally liberated by the end of South
Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and
his mother set forth on a grand adventure,
living openly and freely and embracing the
opportunities won by a centuries-long
struggle. Born a Crime is the story of a
mischievous young boy who grows into a
restless young man as he struggles to find
himself in a world where he was never
supposed to exist. It is also the story of
that young man’s relationship with his
fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious
mother—his teammate, a woman determined to
save her son from the cycle of poverty,
violence, and abuse that would ultimately
threaten her own life. The stories collected
here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and
deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on
caterpillars for dinner during hard times,
being thrown from a moving car during an
attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating
in high school, Trevor illuminates his
curious world with an incisive wit and
unflinching honesty. His stories weave
together to form a moving and searingly funny
portrait of a boy making his way through a
damaged world in a dangerous time, armed only
with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s
unconventional, unconditional love. Praise
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for Born a Crime “[A] compelling new memoir .
. . By turns alarming, sad and funny, [Trevor
Noah’s] book provides a harrowing look,
through the prism of Mr. Noah’s family, at
life in South Africa under apartheid. . . .
Born a Crime is not just an unnerving account
of growing up in South Africa under
apartheid, but a love letter to the author’s
remarkable mother.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New
York Times “[An] unforgettable
memoir.”—Parade “What makes Born a Crime such
a soul-nourishing pleasure, even with all its
darker edges and perilous turns, is reading
Noah recount in brisk, warmly conversational
prose how he learned to negotiate his way
through the bullying and ostracism. . . .
What also helped was having a mother like
Patricia Nombuyiselo Noah. . . . Consider
Born a Crime another such gift to her—and an
enormous gift to the rest of us.”—USA Today
“[Noah] thrives with the help of his
astonishingly fearless mother. . . . Their
fierce bond makes this story soar.”—People

I'm Fine and Neither Are You
Colonial India in Children’s Literature is
the first book-length study to explore the
intersections of children’s literature and
defining historical moments in colonial
India. Engaging with important theoretical
and critical literature that deals with
colonialism, hegemony, and marginalization in
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children's literature, Goswami proposes that
British, Anglo-Indian, and Bengali children’s
literature respond to five key historical
events: the missionary debates preceding the
Charter Act of 1813, the defeat of Tipu
Sultan, the Mutiny of 1857, the birth of
Indian nationalism, and the Swadeshi movement
resulting from the Partition of Bengal in
1905. Through a study of works by Mary
Sherwood (1775-1851), Barbara Hofland
(1770-1844), Sara Jeanette Duncan
(1861-1922), Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936),
Upendrakishore Ray (1863-1915), and Sukumar
Ray (1887-1923), Goswami examines how
children’s literature negotiates and
represents these momentous historical forces
that unsettled Britain’s imperial ambitions
in India. Goswami argues that nineteenthcentury British and Anglo-Indian children’s
texts reflect two distinct moods in Britain’s
colonial enterprise in India. Sherwood and
Hofland (writing before 1857) use the tropes
of conversion and captivity as a means of
awakening children to the dangers of India,
whereas Duncan and Kipling shift the emphasis
to martial prowess, adaptability, and
empirical knowledge as defining qualities in
British and Anglo-Indian children.
Furthermore, Goswami’s analysis of early
nineteenth-century children’s texts written
by women authors redresses the preoccupation
with male authors and boys’ adventure stories
that have largely informed discussions of
juvenility in the context of colonial India.
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This groundbreaking book also seeks to open
up the canon by examining early twentiethcentury Bengali children’s texts that not
only draw literary inspiration from
nineteenth-century British children’s
literature, but whose themes are equally
shaped by empire.

Devils, Lusts and Strange Desires
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when
we make the most important decisions in our
lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden
brain decides whom we fall in love with and
whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the
white candidate and convict the dark-skinned
defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her
less than the man doing the same job. It can
direct us to safety when disaster strikes and
move us to extraordinary acts of altruism.
But it can also be manipulated to turn an
ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a
group of bystanders into a mob. In a series
of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar
Vedantam journeys through the latest
discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and
behavioral science to uncover the darkest
corner of our minds and its decisive impact
on the choices we make as individuals and as
a society. Filled with fascinating
characters, dramatic storytelling, and
cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing
exploration of the secrets our brains keep
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from us—and how they are revealed.

Summary & Analysis of Born a Crime
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Kevin Hearne
creates the ultimate Atticus O’Sullivan
adventure in the grand finale of the New York
Times bestselling Iron Druid Chronicles: an
epic battle royale against the Norse gods of
Asgard. Unchained from fate, the Norse gods
Loki and Hel are ready to unleash Ragnarok,
a.k.a. the Apocalypse, upon the earth.
They’ve made allies on the darker side of
many pantheons, and there’s a globe-spanning
battle brewing that ancient Druid Atticus
O’Sullivan will be hard-pressed to survive,
much less win. Granuaile MacTiernan must join
immortals Sun Wukong and Erlang Shen in a
fight against the Yama Kings in Taiwan, but
she discovers that the stakes are much higher
than she thought. Meanwhile, Archdruid Owen
Kennedy must put out both literal and
metaphorical fires from Bavaria to Peru to
keep the world safe for his apprentices and
the future of Druidry. And Atticus recruits
the aid of a tyromancer, an Indian witch, and
a trickster god in hopes that they’ll give
him just enough leverage to both save Gaia
and see another sunrise. There is a hound
named Oberon who deserves a snack, after all.
Praise for Scourged “[Kevin] Hearne draws his
Iron Druid Chronicles to a pitch-perfect
close in this dizzy, world-hopping adventure.
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But amidst the battles and bargaining that
goes into saving the world, there is also an
enormous amount of heart.”—RT Book Reviews

Summary, Analysis, and Review of Trevor
Noah's Born a Crime: Stories from a
South African Childhood
"The first book from Ruth Bader Ginsburg
since becoming a Supreme Court Justice in
1993--a collection of writings and speeches
from the woman who has had [an] influence on
law, women's rights, and popular culture"--

Scourged
A triumphant tale of self-discovery, a
celebration of a family's rich heritage, and
a love letter to American immigrant freedom.
I Was Their American Dream is at once a
journal of growing up and a reminder of the
thousands of immigrants who come to America
in search for a better life for themselves
and their children. The daughter of parents
with unfulfilled dreams themselves, Malaka
navigated her childhood chasing her parents'
ideals, learning to code-switch between her
family's Filipino and Egyptian customs,
adapting to white culture to fit in, crushing
on skater boys, and trying to understand the
tension between holding onto cultural values
and trying to be an all-American kid. In a
graphic novel format, Malaka Gharib's
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illustrations bring to life her teenage
antics and illuminate earnest questions about
identity and culture, while providing
thoughtful insight into the lives of modern
immigrants and the generation of millennial
children they raised. Malaka's upbringing
will look familiar to anyone who grew up in
the pre-internet era, but her particular
story is a heartfelt tribute to the American
immigrants who have invested their future in
the promise of the American dream.

Born a Crime: Stories from a South
African Childhood
“To read their stories felt to me the way I
suspect other people feel hearing jazz for
the first time,” recalls Curtis Sittenfeld of
her initial encounter with the Best American
Short Stories series. “They were windows into
emotions I had and hadn’t had, into other
settings and circumstances and observations
and relationships.” Decades later, Sittenfeld
was met by the same feeling selecting the
stories for this year’s edition. The result
is a striking and nuanced collection,
bringing to life awkward college students,
disgraced public figures, raunchy
grandparents, and mystical godmothers. To
read these stories is to experience the
transporting joys of discovery and
affirmation, and to realize that story
writing in America continues to flourish. THE
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BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2020 INCLUDES T.
C. BOYLE • EMMA CLINE • MARY GAITSKILL ANDREA
LEE • ELIZABETH McCRACKEN • ALEJANDRO PUYANA
WILLIAM PEI SHIH • KEVIN WILSON and others

Red Glove
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis
of the book and not the original book. If
you'd like to purchase the original book,
please paste this link in your browser:
https://amzn.to/2VoYXyd Trevor Noah’s Born a
Crime is the funny, moving, and insightful
memoir of a young South African man, born
during apartheid, and the struggles he faced
as the child of a black mother and white
father when interracial sex was against the
law. What does this ZIP Reads Summary
Include? - Synopsis of the original book Key takeaways from each chapter - Hilarious
and heartwarming stories from Trevor Noah's
South African childhood - Personal lessons
learned dealing with race, poverty, crime,
family, and ambition - Editorial Review Background on Trevor Noah About the Original
Book: Trevor Noah’s bestselling memoir has
been at the top of the charts since its
release, and there is no question as to why.
As a comedian, of course, the book is laced
with humorous anecdotes of a rambunctious and
disobedient child who never quite fit in. But
at the heart of the book is the story of a
boy who came from nothing, who was taught by
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his incredible mother that he could become
anything, and who fearlessly carved out his
own way in the world. DISCLAIMER: This book
is intended as a companion to, not a
replacement for, Born a Crime. ZIP Reads is
wholly responsible for this content and is
not associated with the original author in
any way. Please follow this link:
https://amzn.to/2VoYXyd to purchase a copy of
the original book.

Foreign Native
Squish is just a little rabbit. But being
little can lead to big problems. Sometimes
Squish is hard to hear . . . or see. (Which
is how he got his name.) And no one notices
him. But Squish notices things- especially
when someone is about to get into trouble and
needs help. Here is little Squish's BIG
chance.

My Own Words
'My New Year's Eve Toast: to all the devils,
lusts, passions, greeds, envies, loves,
hates, strange desires, enemies ghostly and
real, the army of memories, with which I do
battle - may they never give me peace'
PATRICIA HIGHSMITH (New Year's Eve, 1947)
Made famous by the great success of her
psychological thrillers, The Talented Mr
Ripley and Strangers on a Train, Patricia
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Highsmith is lauded as one of the most
influential and celebrated modern writers.
However, there has never been a clear picture
of the woman behind the books. The
relationship between Highsmith's lesbianism,
her fraught personality – by parts selfdestructive and malicious – and her fiction,
has been largely avoided by biographers. She
was openly homosexual and wrote the seminal
lesbian love story, Carol. In modern times,
she would be venerated as a radical exponent
of the LGBT community. However, her status as
an LGBT icon is undermined by the fact that
she was excessively cruel and exploitative of
her friends and lovers. In this new
biography, Richard Bradford brings his sharp,
incisive style to one of the great and most
controversial writers of the twentieth
century. He considers Highsmith's bestsellers
in the context of her troubled personal life;
her alcoholism, licentious sex life, racism,
anti-Semitism, misogyny and abundant selfloathing.

Confessions of a Banker
In Foreign Native, RW Johnson looks back with
affection and humour on his life in Africa.
From schooldays in Durban – fresh off the
plane from Merseyside – to later years as an
academic, director of the Helen Suzman
Foundation and formidable political
commentator, he has produced an entertaining
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and occasionally eye-popping memoir brimming
with history, anecdote and insight. Johnson
charts his evolution from enthusiastic, leftleaning Africanist to political realist,
relating episodes that influenced his
intellectual worldview, including time spent
among the exiled liberation movements in
London during the 1960s, a sojourn in newly
independent Guinea and more recent forays
into Zimbabwe. There are wonderful stories,
some hilarious, others filled with pathos,
about the multitude of characters – Harold
Strachan, Tom Sharpe, Ronnie Kasrils, Helen
Suzman, Frederik van Zyl Slabbert, among many
others – that he met along the way.
Perceptive, critical and full of verve,
Foreign Native is leavened with a deep
humanity that makes it a pleasure to read.

Lights Out
One of Vanity Fair's Great Quarantine Reads:
Step into Jenny Slate's wild imagination in
this "magical" (Mindy Kaling), "delicious"
(Amy Sedaris), and "poignant" (John Mulaney)
New York Times bestseller about love,
heartbreak, and being alive -- "this book is
something new and wonderful" (George
Saunders). You may "know" Jenny Slate from
her Netflix special, Stage Fright, as the
creator of Marcel the Shell, or as the star
of "Obvious Child." But you don't really know
Jenny Slate until you get bonked on the head
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by her absolutely singular writing style. To
see the world through Jenny's eyes is to see
it as though for the first time, shimmering
with strangeness and possibility. As she will
remind you, we live on an ancient ball that
rotates around a bigger ball made up of
lights and gasses that are science gasses,
not farts (don't be immature). Heartbreak,
confusion, and misogyny stalk this blue-green
sphere, yes, but it is also a place of wild
delight and unconstrained vitality, a place
where we can start living as soon as we are
born, and we can be born at any time. In her
dazzling, impossible-to-categorize debut,
Jenny channels the pain and beauty of life in
writing so fresh, so new, and so burstingly
alive, we catch her vision like a fever and
bring it back out into the bright day with
us, where everything has changed.

Colonial India in Children’s Literature
"Trevor Noah grew up in South Africa with a
black South African mother and a white Swiss
father at a time when it was against the law
for a mixed race child to exist. But Trevor
did exist. In Born a crime, Trevor shares
what his life was like growing up. The
stories he tells in this book will make you
laugh, cry and fill you with wonder and
inspirations as you learn how this
mischievous young boy used his quick wits and
humour to get through his day-to-day life.
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Against all odds and with his mother's
unfailing love and belief in him. Trevor
overcame many obstacles to create a promising
future for himself"--Back cover.

The Best American Short Stories 2020
A New York Times Bestseller The host of The
Daily Show, Trevor Noah, tells the story of
growing up half black, half white in South
Africa under and after apartheid in this
young readers' adaptation of his bestselling
adult memoir Born a Crime: Stories from a
South African Childhood. BORN A CRIME IS SOON
TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING OSCAR
WINNER LUPITA NYONG'O! Trevor Noah, the funny
guy who hosts The Daily Show on Comedy
Central, shares his remarkable story of
growing up in South Africa with a black South
African mother and a white European father at
a time when it was against the law for a
mixed-race child to exist. But he did
exist--and from the beginning, the oftenmisbehaved Trevor used his keen smarts and
humor to navigate a harsh life under a racist
government. This fascinating memoir blends
drama, comedy, and tragedy to depict the dayto-day trials that turned a boy into a young
man. In a country where racism barred blacks
from social, educational, and economic
opportunity, Trevor surmounted staggering
obstacles and created a promising future for
himself, thanks to his mom's unwavering love
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and indomitable will. It's Trevor Noah: Born
a Crime not only provides a fascinating and
honest perspective on South Africa's racial
history, but it will also astound and inspire
young readers looking to improve their own
lives. "Through the foreign, the familiar,
and the funny, Born a Crime is a piercing
reminder that every mad life--even
yours--could end up a masterpiece." --JASON
REYNOLDS, New York Times bestselling author
"His mother raised him with an imagination
and showed that there were no barriers to
whatever he wanted to be. Readers will find
this journey through Noah's formative years
humorous and exciting." --BOOKLIST "Startling
in its honesty, humor, and humility."
--KIRKUS REVIEWS "For readers who will
appreciate and understand how a parent's love
enabled Noah to become the successful man he
is now." --SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

Born a Crime
Born a Crime: Stories from a South African
Childhood by Trevor Noah | Book Summary |
Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is NOT the
original book. If you're looking for the
original book, search this link:
http://amzn.to/2nsdc2p) A bold mixture of
humour and crude anecdotes, Born a Crime is a
biography like nothing you have heard before.
Believe me when I say this, Trevor Noah is
not a boring storyteller. He doesn't follow a
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traditional way of telling stories of his
life like other biographers might. His
comedian side burst out of his soul and lands
in his writing, delivering a unique touch
between crude and funny. Finding even in the
most traumatic stories of his childhood, a
sense of humor. (Note: This summary is wholly
written and published by Abbey Beathan. It is
not affiliated with the original author in
any way) "We tell people to follow their
dreams, but you can only dream of what you
can imagine, and, depending on where you come
from, your imagination can be quite limited."
- Trevor Noah A book highly recommended to be
enjoyed in audio due to Trevor's chameleonlike ability to imitate dialects and accents
to perfection where he fluently shifts from
language to language showing his proficiency
but also entertaining us while he tells us a
story. Born a Crime is a really personal book
where it will be as if you're having a
conversation with Trevor Noah and he's
pouring his heart out about his troubling
childhood. Definitely a book that will leave
you content. In Born a Crime you'll feel
Trevor Noah's comedian side but you'll also
see him as a human being. P.S. Born a Crime
is a journey through the turbulent life of
Trevor Noah. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein
who famously said that once you stop
learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates
who said that he would want the ability to
read faster if he could only have one
superpower in this world. Abbey Beathan's
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mission is to bring across amazing golden
nuggets in amazing books through our
summaries. Our vision is to make reading nonfiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready
To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll
Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with
1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey
Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan
Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've read
the original book before Priceless Checklist
in case you missed out any crucial
lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're
interested in the original book but never
read it before FREE 2 Page Printable Summary
BONUS for you to paste in on your office,
home etc Disclaimer Once Again: This book is
meant for a great companionship of the
original book or to simply get the gist of
the original book. If you're looking for the
original book, search for this link:
http://amzn.to/2nsdc2p "One of the greatest
and most powerful gift in life is the gift of
knowledge. The way of success is the way of
continuous pursuit of knowledge" - Abbey
Beathan

Range
The #1 New York Times bestseller that has all
America talking: as seen/heard on Morning
Joe, CBS This Morning, The Bill Simmons
Podcast, Rich Roll, and more. Shortlisted for
the Financial Times/McKinsey Business Book of
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the Year Award “The most important
business—and parenting—book of the year.”
—Forbes “Urgent and important. . . an
essential read for bosses, parents, coaches,
and anyone who cares about improving
performance.” —Daniel H. Pink “So much
crucial and revelatory information about
performance, success, and education.” —Susan
Cain, bestselling author of Quiet “As David
Epstein shows us, cultivating range prepares
us for the wickedly unanticipated… a wellsupported and smoothly written case on behalf
of breadth and late starts.” —Wall Street
Journal Plenty of experts argue that anyone
who wants to develop a skill, play an
instrument, or lead their field should start
early, focus intensely, and rack up as many
hours of deliberate practice as possible. If
you dabble or delay, you’ll never catch up to
the people who got a head start. But a closer
look at research on the world’s top
performers, from professional athletes to
Nobel laureates, shows that early
specialization is the exception, not the
rule. David Epstein examined the world’s most
successful athletes, artists, musicians,
inventors, forecasters and scientists. He
discovered that in most fields—especially
those that are complex and
unpredictable—generalists, not specialists,
are primed to excel. Generalists often find
their path late, and they juggle many
interests rather than focusing on one.
They’re also more creative, more agile, and
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able to make connections their more
specialized peers can’t see. Provocative,
rigorous, and engrossing, Range makes a
compelling case for actively cultivating
inefficiency. Failing a test is the best way
to learn. Frequent quitters end up with the
most fulfilling careers. The most impactful
inventors cross domains rather than deepening
their knowledge in a single area. As experts
silo themselves further while computers
master more of the skills once reserved for
highly focused humans, people who think
broadly and embrace diverse experiences and
perspectives will increasingly thrive.

Killing Time
"Ted Koppel reveals that a major cyberattack
on America's power grid is not only possible
but likely--and that it would be devastating"
and "examines a threat unique to our time and
evaluates potential ways to prepare for a
catastrophe"--Book jacket.

We Are the Change We Seek
A collection of Barack Obama's greatest
speeches, now including his farewell address,
selected and introduced by columnist E.J.
Dionne and MSNBC host Joy-Ann Reid. "It is a
political partisan's dream to see them
[Obama's words] so finely gathered here." Washington Post We Are the Change We Seek is
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a collection of Barack Obama's 27 greatest
addresses: beginning with his 2002 speech
opposing the Iraq War and closing with his
emotional farewell address in Chicago in
January 2017. As president, Obama's words had
the power to move the country, and often the
world, as few presidents before him. Whether
acting as Commander in Chief or Consoler in
Chief, Obama adopted a unique rhetorical
style that could simultaneously speak to the
national mood and change the course of public
events. Obama's eloquence, both written and
spoken, propelled him to national prominence
and ultimately made it possible for the son
of a Kenyan man and a white woman from Kansas
to become the first black president of the
United States. These speeches span Obama's
career--from his time in state government
through to the end of his tenure as
president--and the issues most important to
our time: war, inequality, race relations,
gun violence and human rights. The book opens
with an essay placing Obama's oratorical
contributions within the flow of American
history by E.J. Dionne Jr., columnist and
author of Why The Right Went Wrong, and Joy
Reid, the host of AM Joy on MSNBC and author
of Fracture.

Summary of Born a Crime
Tales of adventure, misadventure, love and
loss - this collection of non-fiction short
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stories from the Australian rock legend
turned writer is vintage Jimmy. Outrageous,
witty, warm and wise, Killing Time shares
more than forty yarns reflecting an epic life
– from an encounter with a soul legend in
Memphis, a night in a haunted studio in
upstate New York, and a doomed haircut in
Thailand to a madcap misunderstanding in a
Japanese ski resort, a family feud on a
remote coral atoll, and an all-too-revealing
appearance for a Sydney charity. PRAISE FOR
KILLING TIME: A moving and deeply felt
kaleidoscope of life, love, family, music,
friendship and the fragility of time. Barnes
proved his storytelling mettle with his
memoirs. But in Killing Time he has refined
his unique voice with this wildly
entertaining suite of tales, anecdotes,
observations and reflections that can have
you laughing out loud on one page and moved
to tears on the next. It is all here, the
joys and fears of parenthood, the search for
your sense of place, fortune-tellers, the
loss of beloved pets, bad golf, ghosts,
backstage stories, celebrities, the homeless,
and the wonder of being alive, all told with
searing honesty. What sets Barnes's writing
above the rest is that it comes from an
authentic and soulful place. His work cannot
help but ring true, like the strike of a
tuning fork. - MATT CONDON Jimmy Barnes is
never a bystander. Stories happen to him. He
not only remembers every circumstance, he has
the ability to distil the moment in a way
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that's both poetic and uncontrived. He's
funny, chaotic, insightful and heartbreaking.
Jimmy is truly a natural-born storyteller.
It's like writing has just been waiting for
him to arrive. And now, he's here. - MANDY
NOLAN

I Was Their American Dream
Born a Crime: Stories from a South African
Childhood by Trevor Noah - Book Summary (With Bonus) Get the kindle version for free
when you purchase the paperback version
Today! Count your blessings every single day.
Trevor Noah never had an easy life growing
up. Growing up as the son of an illegal
birth, Trevor had to be hidden away every
time and his existence should never be known.
Born a Crime is Trevor Noah's brave and
inspiring journey towards adulthood as he was
finally liberated by the end of South
Africa's tyrannical white rule. How did a boy
who has been running and hiding away all his
life manage to achieve such great success?
"Often, people who can do, don't because
they're afraid of what people that can't do
will say about them doing" - Trevor Noah Born
a Crime is a book of a mischievous boy's
journey towards greatness. Filled with
emotions, Born a Crime made it to become the
#1 New York Times Bestseller. This
inspirational and compelling story will never
let you down. P.S. Feeling unmotivated and
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lost with your life? Harness the power of
gratitude and realize how great your life
already is with this book! The Time for
Thinking is Over! Time for Action! Scroll Up
Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click"
Button to Have this Book Delivered to Your
Doorstep Right Away!!

Born a Crime
A powerful and moving teen graphic novel
memoir about immigration, belonging, and how
arts can save a life—perfect for fans of
American Born Chinese and Hey, Kiddo. This
nonfiction graphic novel is an excellent
choice for accelerated tween readers in
grades 7 to 8, especially during
homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your
child entertained and engaged while not in
the classroom. For as long as she can
remember, it’s been Robin and her mom against
the world. Growing up as the only child of a
single mother in Seoul, Korea, wasn’t always
easy, but it has bonded them fiercely
together. So when a vacation to visit friends
in Huntsville, Alabama, unexpectedly becomes
a permanent relocation—following her mother’s
announcement that she’s getting married—Robin
is devastated. Overnight, her life changes.
She is dropped into a new school where she
doesn’t understand the language and struggles
to keep up. She is completely cut off from
her friends in Seoul and has no access to her
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beloved comics. At home, she doesn’t fit in
with her new stepfamily, and worst of all,
she is furious with the one person she is
closest to—her mother. Then one day Robin’s
mother enrolls her in a local comic drawing
class, which opens the window to a future
Robin could never have imagined.

Listening Is an Act of Love
SYNOPSIS: Born a Cr?m? (2016) is about Tr?v?r
Noah's ?h?ldh??d and adolescence in ???rth??d
and ???t-???rth??d S?uth Afr???. A child ?f
m?x?d h?r?t?g?, Noah details the challenges
h? f???d ?nd th? ???ul??r?t??? th?t ?x??t?d
wh?n h? w?? gr?w?ng u?. ABOUT TH? AUTH?R:
Trevor N??h ?? a w?rld-r?n?wn?d S?uth African
??m?d??n, ?? w?ll ?? a r?d?? and t?l?v????n
h??t. He has b??n h??t?ng the D??l? Sh?w
??n?? September 2015, and has w?n num?r?u?
?r?z??, most recently the 2017 MTV M?v?? & TV
Awards f?r Best Host.DISCLAIMER: This book is
a SUMMARY. It is meant to be a companion, not
a replacement, to the original book. Please
note that this summary is not authorized,
licensed, approved, or endorsed by the author
or publisher of the main book. The author of
this summary is wholly responsible for the
content of this summary and is not associated
with the original author or publisher of the
main book. If you'd like to purchase the
original book, kindly search for the title in
the search box.
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Summary: Trevor Noah's Born a Crime:
Stories from a South African Childhood
PLEASE NOTE: This is a key takeaways and
analysis of the book and NOT the original
book. Start Publishing Notes' Summary,
Analysis, and Review of Trevor Noah's Born a
Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood
includes a summary of the book, review,
analysis & key takeaways, and detailed "About
the Author" section. PREVIEW: Born a Crime:
Stories from a South African Childhood is
television star Trevor Noah's memoir about
growing up as a mixed-race child-first under
apartheid, and then in its wake. Part tribute
to his mother, part indictment of his white
oppressors, this coming-of-age story paints a
vibrant picture of Johannesburg in the 1980s
and '90s, and beyond. Born to a black mother
and a white father in 1984, Noah and his
family navigated many unusual challenges on
top of the usual hardships faced by black
families in that time and place. Noah's
parents, an African woman and a Swiss man,
had an unusual relationship. They never
married, and Noah isn't sure to what degree
they were even romantically involved. (They
were, at the very least, good friends.) His
mother was keen to have a child, and his
father was to be a glorified sperm donor. But
after Noah was born, his father decided that
he wanted to be meaningfully involved in his
life.
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Summary Analysis Of Born a Crime
"Trevor Noah grew up in South Africa with a
black South African mother and a white Swiss
father at a time when it was against the law
for a mixed race child to exist. But Trevor
did exist. In Born a crime, Trevor shares
what his life was like growing up. The
stories he tells in this book will make you
laugh, cry and fill you with wonder and
inspirations as you learn how this
mischievous young boy used his quick wits and
humour to get through his day-to-day life.
Against all odds and with his mother's
unfailing love and belief in him. Trevor
overcame many obstacles to create a promising
future for himself"--Back cover.

The Hidden Brain
As heard on NPR, a wondrous nationwide
celebration of our shared humanity StoryCorps
founder and legendary radio producer Dave
Isay selects the most memorable stories from
StoryCorps' collection, creating a moving
portrait of American life. The voices here
connect us to real people and their lives--to
their experiences of profound joy, sadness,
courage, and despair, to good times and hard
times, to good deeds and misdeeds. To read
this book is to be reminded of how rich and
varied the American storybook truly is, how
resistant to easy categorization or
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stereotype. We are our history, individually
and collectively, and Listening Is an Act of
Love touchingly reminds us of this powerful
truth. Dave Isay's newest book, Callings, is
now available from Penguin Press.

Born A Crime
WINNER OF THE THURBER PRIZE The compelling,
inspiring, (often comic) coming-of-age story
of Trevor Noah, set during the twilight of
apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom
that followed. One of the comedy world's
brightest new voices, Trevor Noah is a lightfooted but sharp-minded observer of the
absurdities of politics, race and identity,
sharing jokes and insights drawn from the
wealth of experience acquired in his
relatively young life. As host of the US hit
show The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, he
provides viewers around the globe with their
nightly dose of biting satire, but here Noah
turns his focus inward, giving readers a
deeply personal, heartfelt and humorous look
at the world that shaped him. Noah was born a
crime, son of a white Swiss father and a
black Xhosa mother, at a time when such a
union was punishable by five years in prison.
Living proof of his parents' indiscretion,
Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the first
years of his life, bound by the extreme and
often absurd measures his mother took to hide
him from a government that could, at any
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moment, take him away. A collection of
eighteen personal stories, Born a Crime tells
the story of a mischievous young boy growing
into a restless young man as he struggles to
find his place in a world where he was never
supposed to exist. Born a Crime is equally
the story of that young man's fearless,
rebellious and fervently religious mother - a
woman determined to save her son from the
cycle of poverty, violence and abuse that
ultimately threatens her own life. Whether
subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during
hard times, being thrown from a moving car
during an attempted kidnapping, or just
trying to survive the life-and-death pitfalls
of dating in high school, Noah illuminates
his curious world with an incisive wit and an
unflinching honesty. His stories weave
together to form a personal portrait of an
unlikely childhood in a dangerous time, as
moving and unforgettable as the very best
memoirs and as funny as Noah's own hilarious
stand-up. Born a Crime is a must read.

The Thank-You Project
In Inside Apartheid, South African-born Janet
Levine recounts the horrors and struggles she
faced against the minority white government’s
brutal system of repression from a rare
perspective—that of a white woman who worked
within the system even as she fought to
transform it. With candor and courage, Levine
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skillfully interweaves her personal story of
a privileged white citizen’s growing
awareness of the evils of apartheid with a
moving account of the increasing violence in
and radical polarization of South Africa.
Inside Apartheid brings to life both the
unsurpassed physical beauty and the
institutionalized brutality of the country
Levine loves so deeply. We accompany her on a
daring trip to the devastated black township
of Soweto immediately following the unrest in
1976. There she visits the home of a
“colored” family with no way out of apartheid
induced poverty. On a journey through the
“black” homelands where Levine discovers
firsthand the horrifying evidence of the longterm genocide of three million people. As a
student activist, as a journalist, and as an
elected member of the Johannesburg City
Council, Levine openly attacked the
government’s policies in hundreds of speeches
and articles, led election campaigns for one
of her mentors, member of Parliament Helen
Suzman, and was associated with Steve Biko
and other less internationally famous but
equally important South African figures.
Levine was a founding member of the first
black taxi co-operative in South Africa, and
instrumental in having hundreds of illegally
fired black workers reinstated with back pay
after the Johannesburg strikes of 1980. We
feel Levine’s pain when she finally asks soulsearching questions about the effectiveness
of being a white activist. Inside Apartheid,
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with such honest witness-bearing, may be her
most important act of all.

It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime
Honesty is the best policyexcept maybe when
it comes to marriage in this brilliant, funny
novel about the high price of perfection from
bestselling author Camille Pagán. Wife.
Mother. Breadwinner. Penelope Ruiz-Kar is
doing it all--and barely keeping it together.
Meanwhile, her best friend, Jenny Sweet,
appears to be sailing through life. As close
as the two women are, Jenny's passionate
marriage, pristine house, and ultra-polite
child stand in stark contrast to Penelope's
underemployed husband, Sanjay, their unruly
brood, and the daily grind she calls a
career. Then a shocking tragedy reveals that
Jenny's life is far from perfect. Reeling,
Penelope vows to stop keeping the peace and
finally deal with the issues in her
relationship. So she comes up with a radical
proposal for Sanjay: both will write a list
of changes they want each other to make--then
commit to complete and total honesty. What
seems like a smart idea quickly spirals out
of control, revealing new rifts and even
deeper secrets. As Penelope stares down the
possible implosion of her marriage, she must
ask herself: When it comes to love, is
honesty really the best policy?
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Born a Crime - Summarized for Busy
People: Stories from a South African
Childhood
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (French: NotreDame de Paris) is an 1831 French novel
written by Victor Hugo. It is set in 1482 in
Paris, in and around the cathedral of Notre
Dame de Paris. The book tells the story of a
poor barefoot Gypsy girl (La Esmeralda) and a
misshapen bell-ringer (Quasimodo) who was
raised by the Archdeacon (Claude Frollo). The
book was written as a statement to preserve
the Notre Dame cathedral and not to
'modernize' it, as Hugo was thoroughly
against this.The story begins during the
Renaissance in 1482, the day of the Festival
of Fools in Paris. Quasimodo, the deformed
bell ringer, is introduced by his crowning as
Pope of Fools.Esméralda, a beautiful 16-yearold gypsy with a kind and generous heart,
captures the hearts of many men but
especially Quasimodo's adopted father, Claude
Frollo. Frollo is torn between his lust and
the rules of the church. He orders Quasimodo
to get her. Quasimodo is caught and whipped
and ordered to be tied down in the heat.
Esméralda seeing his thirst, offers him
water. It saves her, for she captures the
heart of the hunchback.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
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As a boy in Brooklyn's Red Hook projects,
James McBride knew his mother was different.
But when he asked about it, she'd simply say
'I'm light-skinned.' Later he wondered if he
was different too, and asked his mother if he
was black or white. 'You're a human being,'
she snapped. 'Educate yourself or you'll be a
nobody!' And when James asked what colour God
was, she said 'God is the colour of water.'
As an adult, McBride finally persuaded his
mother to tell her story - the story of a
rabbi's daughter, born in Poland and raised
in the South, who fled to Harlem, married a
black man, founded a Baptist church, and put
twelve children through college.

Almost American Girl
'There is, as you pick it up, nothing to
prepare you for its power' OBSERVER 'Quite
simply, one of the most beautiful books I
have ever read' AMINATTA FORNA How do we
navigate our complex histories for our
children? What is our duty to share and what
must we leave for them to discover? Writing
to his daughter, David Chariandy asks
difficult, unsettling, perhaps impossible
questions – questions made all the more
poignant by our current political landscape.
With tender, spare and luminous prose,
Chariandy looks both into his heart and mind
and out to the world and humanity. In the
tradition of Ta-Nehisi Coates and Chimamanda
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Ngozi Adichie, this is a book about race;
this is a book about family.
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